What is the BLN?
The Buckeye Language Network fosters language-related initiatives in research and curriculum at The Ohio State University, and encourages interactions among faculty, scholars and their students.

Why do Graduate Work at The Ohio State University?
OSU offers a diverse range of experiences for graduate students interested in pursuing a career in the language sciences. With over 60 faculty engaged in language-oriented research, OSU graduate students can choose from a wide array of programs, courses and research opportunities both within and across departments.

OSU Departments offering Graduate Programs in the Language Sciences

- African American and African Studies
- Computer Science and Engineering
- East Asian Languages and Literatures
- English
- French and Italian
- Germanic Languages and Literatures
- Linguistics
- Philosophy
- Psychology
- Slavic and East European Languages and Literatures
- Spanish and Portuguese
- Speech and Hearing Science
- Teaching and Learning

Visit our web site for information on how to apply to language-related graduate programs: buckeyelanguagenetwork.osu.edu